Scholarship of discovery

aim: Build new knowledge through traditional research

indicators: Publishing in peer-reviewed forums/ creating infrastructure for future studies

Scholarship of integration

aim: Synthesis of knowledge across disciplines, within disciplines or across time

indicators: Preparation of comprehensive literature review/ writing textbook for use in multiple disciplines/ collaboration with colleagues to design and deliver a course unit

Scholarship of application

aim: Dynamic interchange between theory and practice and between action and research to encourage researchers & practitioners to engage in dialogue about research

indicators: Serving industry or government as an external consultant/ assuming leadership roles in professional organisations/ mentoring student leaders to foster their professional growth

Scholarship of teaching and learning

aim: The systematic study of teaching & learning processes so that knowledge from this study can be shared publicly to be applied and evaluated by others

indicators: Development and testing of instructional materials/ mentoring graduate students/ designing and implementing a program level assessment system

ACAP
Culture of Research and Scholarship